
Hydrosphere Worksheet

L. Below is a picture of a catchment area.

a- What is a catchment area?
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b- Explain if all the
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Name the 5 factors that affect water flow in a watershed?

3. What 3 factors affect the temperature of the oceans?
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4. What is the thermocline? *- Zc)() *t--
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a- these currents are altered by density and salinity
b- these currents are mostly controlled by wind
c- these currents occur at a depth of more than 800 m

d- these currents will cause you to swim off course in the ocean
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7. a- Whatnameisgiventothecirculationof watershownbelow? "tfnA r,*, hul-*,^**
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water is more adE/ thqn the shallow water."$ u- Explain why the cold
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What is the cryosphere?

Differentiate between glaciers, icebergs, pack ice and icefloes?
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Discuss how global warming is causing sea levels to rise?
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l-1. Cruise ships regularly offer tours along the shores of Greenland. Tourists can observe the
spectacular blocks of ice that break off from the coast and fall into the sea.

a) What are these blocks of ice called? I tp-.1: - "- qi
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b) A few fragments of ice melt in the seawater. This water does not stay near the coasU it moves a y'
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c) Will the water that melts frgp a glacier eventually arrive at the equator? Explain your
answer. Ltl<t - 
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Give 2 examples of hydraulic energy.
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